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Abstract
The Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) is expected to be
the public communications network of the future. One of the prime factors
influencing the development of such a network is the emergence of a large
number of teleservices with different requirements (sometimes still unknown).
However, a common requirement for all these services is the need to be protected
against unauthorised use, which can be achieved through a suitable security
system.
   Although specific security mechanisms can be developed for each application
and service on the network, we consider that an integrated solution providing
security services for all types of multimedia applications is more efficient. In this
paper we present an integrated security system which can be used by every kind
of multimedia application to ask for specific security services and levels of
security.
   We also present the procedure by means of which sensitive applications
negotiate security mechanisms with the distributed security system. Sensitive
applications can specify a considerable number of parameters in order to define
the key management as well as the following secure communication. This
procedure is carried out by using a set of primitive functions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, technological advances in the areas of VLSI, packet switching
technology and fiber optic communications have made possible the development
of a high speed integrated services network which can carry all fundamental
media streams: data, voice and video. Such a network has been named B-ISDN



(Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network), and the Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) has been adopted by the CCITT as a universal transfer mode for B-
ISDN [CCITT I.121]. This transfer mode is based on the segmentation of the
information stream into fixed-length packets (called cells). These cells are
transferred asynchronously according to the source demand. The ATM is
essentially a connection-oriented technique. All the characteristics of the service
are negotiated between the user and the network during the connection
establishment period and all information is routed using a virtual circuit assigned
for the complete duration of the connection. The routing information is written in
the header of each cell and consists of a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and a
Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI).
   The protocol architecture for B-ISDN is defined by [CCITT I.321]. Two layers
of the B-ISDN protocol architecture relate to ATM functions. There is an ATM
layer common to all services, which provides packet transfer capabilities, and an
ATM adaptation layer (AAL), which is service-dependent. The AAL maps
higher-layer information into ATM cells to be transported over B-ISDN, then
collects information from ATM cells for delivery to higher layers. The use of
ATM creates the need for an adaptation layer to support information transfer
protocols not based on ATM. The protocol reference model makes reference to
three separate planes: the user plane, the control plane and the management plane.
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Figure 1 Scenario A: multimedia terminals directly connected to the B-ISDN.

   Although terminals supporting only voice or data can be connected to the B-
ISDN, multimedia terminals are expected to be the support by means of which
data, voice and video services will access the broadband network. Figure 1 shows
two multimedia terminals that communicate through the ATM network. Each
terminal must have a suitable interface for video and audio applications, as well
as an interface for the broadband network.
   The scenario presented in Figure 1 will be very usual in the future B-ISDN,
where a great range of services will be supported. Most of these broadband
services will also require some security services, like confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, access control and nonrepudiation. To implement these security



services, security mechanisms (like encryption and key management) must be
used.
   Although we will propose a solution to secure multimedia terminals
communicating through the broadband network, as presented in Scenario A, we
cannot forget that an interconnection scenario such as Scenario B will be very
usual, especially during the initial periods, when many users will use the network
for  LAN and MAN interconnection. In Figure 2 such a scenario is illustrated. We
can see that multimedia terminals MT1 and MT2 directly access the broadband
network, MT3 access through a Local Area Network, MT4 through a
Metropolitan Area Network, and MT5 through a LAN interconnected to the B-
ISDN via a MAN. The solution we will propose for Scenario A should coexist
with the interconnected Scenario B.
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Figure 2 Scenario B: Some terminals are directly connected to the B-ISDN,
while others access it through LANs and MANs.

Next, we will present the architecture of a security system that will provide
security services for the multimedia applications.



2 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SECURITY SYSTEM

The following are the requirements for the security system:

• The security system must provide security services only for sensitive
applications

• The session key used for the bulk of the information must depend on the
application

• The encryption mechanism must provide fast encryption for the bulk of the
information

• Data compression must be performed before encryption and encryption must be
performed before channel coding

• The security system must be an integrated solution which can provide security
services for all types of multimedia services and applications

• The security system must permit compatibility with network interconnection
and environments such as Scenario B

• End-to-end security mechanisms must be used

   The above requirements as well as the logical placement of the security services
within the ATM Protocol Reference Model are justified in [FOR96].
   With the above considerations, in Figure 3 we propose the security system's
architecture. We only use the user plane of the B-ISDN Protocol Reference
Model (see CCITT I.321, 1991). This means that we do not interfere with the
network control and management for the sake of simplicity. We are aware that
the use of the control and management plane would permit the integration of the
security management in the network signalling, with several advantages (e. g., the
security services could be negotiated as QoS parameters during the connection
establishment period, and security services could be provided for the network
management). However, this would need a redefinition of network signalling and
management, which is beyond the scope of this work.

   We consider the security services defined by [ISO 7498-2], which are:
authentication, access control, confidentiality, integrity and non repudiation.
   The security protocol is composed of two layers: the Secure ATM Adaptation
Layer (SEC-AAL) and the Secure Application Layer (SEC-APL).
   At the lowest level, the SEC-AAL is layered on top of the ATM Adaptation
Layer, and it is application protocol independent. A higher level protocol can
layer on top of the SEC-AAL transparently. It provides the mechanisms for bulk
encryption and the services of confidentiality and integrity. [FOR96] shows why
this is the best placement of these security services.
   The SEC-APL is placed at the application layer. The asymmetric encryption
mechanism, as well as the key-management and the services of access control,
nonrepudiation and authentication, are placed at this layer, as justified in
[FOR96]. The sensitive applications can require the security services they need



through a suitable application interface (API), which must specify security
primitives to be used by applications.
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Figure 3 Architecture of the security system.

   To illustrate how the security system works, let us to show a simplified
example, where we do not consider the negotiation of security parameters.
Suppose that a sensitive application on a local multimedia terminal (represented
on the left side of Figure 3) requires a confidential connection with a remote
application running on a remote terminal. The following steps, shown in Figure 4,
must be carried out:

1.-The application (AP) demands the confidentiality service to the secure
management module (SMM) through the Application Interface (API) by means
of a well defined primitive function (see Section 5).

2.-The SMM wakes up the Key Management Module (KMM) in order to
negotiate a Session Key (SK) to be sent to the bulk cipher.

3.-The KMM negotiates an SK with the remote entity according to an
authenticated key-management protocol, which makes use of the Asymmetric



Cipher (AC). This protocol uses a reliable communications protocol (e. g.,
TCP/IP). When this protocol is finished, both the local and the remote KMMs
have agreed on a SK to be used for both Bulk Ciphers (BCs) to encrypt the
connection.

4.-This SK and its Application Identifier (AI) are sent to the confidentiality
module (CM) at the SEC-AAL and the SK is loaded in the BC.

5.-The AP is acknowledged that the CM of the SEC-AAL layer is ready to
provide the required service.

6.- The AP begins the confidential connection by sending the information to the
communication protocol stack. When this information reaches the SEC-AAL
layer, its AI makes the CM send it to the bulk cipher to be encrypted with the
suitable key (each AI has its associated SK).

7.-Then the encrypted information is sent to the network through the ATM
Adaptation Layer.
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Figure 4 An example of the steps to establish a confidential connection.

At the remote terminal a similar process is done and the information is decrypted
with the same SK. When the confidential connection is finished, the Secure
Management Module is acknowledged by the Application and it resets the Bulk
Cipher. For non-sensitive applications the security system is transparent.



3 COMPATIBILITY WITH SCENARIO B

In this section we study whether the proposed security system can fulfil the
following requirement: "The security system must permit compatibility with
network interconnection and environments such as Scenario B".
   When two different systems can communicate with each other it is because they
share a common protocol. In B-ISDN this protocol is specified by the B-ISDN
Protocol Reference Model (CCITT I.321). Systems connected to other types of
networks will share another protocol specification to communicate within their
network. Interconnection of different networks is possible because systems can
communicate through a shared family of protocols placed at higher layers. One
example of these higher layer protocols is the TCP/IP family, which is used by
Internet to build the widest computer interconnection scenario ever seen. In such
a network each host is associated with an IP address, which is used to route the
information through a virtual network, called Internet, without restrictions due to
the physical network where the host is connected to. Without loss of generality,
we can study the compatibility of the security system proposed in Section 2 with
scenarios like Scenario B (Figure 2, Section 1), assuming that the end systems
share the TCP/IP protocol suite (i. e., they are connected to Internet).
   As an example, we come back to Figure 2 and we assume that MT1 and MT3
are connected to Internet (i. e., they both use TCP/IP) and, for instance, MT1
opens a connection (e. g., telnet) with MT3. To provide confidentiality or
integrity, requirement 7 leads us to place bulk encryption at the top of the IP layer
(the IP header cannot be encrypted to permit information routing). Mutual
fulfilment of requirements 4 and 5 would place bulk encryption on top of a
reliable protocol (e. g., TCP). Anyway, MT3 can never use the security system
proposed in Section 2, because it is not directly connected to the B-ISDN and
therefore cannot access the SEC-AAL layer. The information must therefore be
encrypted at any level from the IP layer to the application layer, with a specific
Internet security protocol.
   The requirement of compatibility means that the proposed security system must
permit other security protocols provided at higher layers. This is easily achieved
because we provide security services depending on the application requirements.
If applications are secured at any higher layer, then security services are not
required to the secure management module of the SEC-APL layer, and the SEC-
AAL layer considers this application as a non-sensitive application.
   The other compatibility requirement is to allow secure interconnection of LANs
and MANs through B-ISDN. This can be achieved if the SEC-APL and SEC-
AAL are offered by the relays that interconnect the other networks with B-ISDN.
[REC93] gives an example of how relay devices can be used to provide security
services to interconnect secure networks through an insecure network.



4 NEGOTIATION OF SECURITY SERVICES

As mentioned above, a sensitive application initiates a secure communication
request by sending a primitive to the SEC-APL layer of the local multimedia
terminal. This primitive must specify, among others, the following parameters :

• Security service : confidentiality, integrity, authentication, access control,
nonrepudiation or a combination of them.

• Level of security : For non expert users it can be specified as a generic level (p.
e., a number between 1 and 5). A lower level means less security, while higher
levels typically require more computation power or provide less bandwidth.
The SEC-APL transforms a level of security into and algorithm and a key
length, if they are not specified by the user.

• Algorithm : Expert users/applications can specify the actual algorithm to be
used. Non expert users are not expected to specify this parameter.

• Length of the key : Expert users/applications can also specify the length of the
key, if it is not implicit by the algorithm. Non expert users will not specify this
parameter.

• Speed : Some levels of security (or some algorithms and key lengths) cannot be
provided at high speed. Therefore, speed must be specified to detect
incompatibilities.

• Probability of error : For instance, if a block encryptor is used, a simple bit
error during transmission would result in a whole block error after decryption.

• Delay : Information processing, necessary to provide the security services, will
introduce a delay in the communication. It must be verified if the delay
specified by the user can be achieved with the level of security.

• Environment : This parameter specifies things such as the version of key-
management protocol to be used, the Certification Authorities/Centres to be
trust, etc.

• Service-dependent parameters : The above parameter are generic for all
security services. There are others specific of each service. For instance, type of
authentication (one-way, two-way or three) and hash function used for the
authentication service, type of nonrepudiation (origin or deliver) and format of
the digital signature for the nonrepudiation service, etc.

   Figure 5 shows the operating flowchart of the security system. When the SEC-
APL receives a primitive, it must check if the set of requirements can be
provided. Otherwise, it must propose a new set of parameters to the application.
For instance, if the user demands a specific algorithm and this algorithm is not
available or other parameters such as speed or delay cannot be fulfilled, the SEC-
APL proposes another algorithm with the same generic level of security, if
possible.



Figure 5 Operating flowchart of the security system
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   If the security parameters are accepted by the local SEC-APL, the process has
not still ended. The local SEC-APL must consult the remote SEC-APL to see if
the requested services and parameters can be provided at the remote terminal. If
this is not possible, both SEC-APL layers have to negotiate a new set of
parameters, as close as possible from the user requirements. Then, the local SEC-
APL passes to the sensitive application the new set of parameters. If the
application agrees with them, these new parameters will be used for the following
secure connection.
   Note that it is very important that the application were informed if the requested
security parameters cannot be provided by the local or by the remote SEC-APL. If
the problem is local nothing can be done, and the suggested parameters should
probably be accepted. If the problem resides in the remote terminal, maybe
another server providing the required services could be used in a typical
distributed environment.
   Another important issue is to indicate if the impossibility to provide a security
service with a set of parameters is permanent or transitory. Maybe encryption
hardware is used and this hardware can be busy, making some encryption speed
unreachable at a given moment, but easy to achieve later when this hardware will
be release. Another example is a busy server that cannot temporally provide some
specific services.
   Once the security parameters have been negotiated, both SEC-APL layers must
negotiate a key or a set of keys to be used by means of authenticated key-
management protocols. These protocols have, among others, the following
requirements:

• Data Confidentiality: Secret keys must be kept confidential during
transmission

• Modification Detection: To detect unauthorised modifications during
transmission

• Replay Detection
• Entity/Origin Authentication: The entity is the one claimed

   Certification Centres and other Trusted Parties can be accessed during the key
negotiation period. Public key infrastructure is very helpful to implement the key-
management protocols in large connection-oriented networks, like the B-ISDN.

5 THE APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE

In this section we present how sensitive applications request security services
from the Secure Application Layer (SEC-APL).
   We define an application programming interface (API) as the mechanism
through which application software interacts with the security system. This API
defines a set of primitive functions that are used by the applications to ask for



security services or to report some special situations. The SEC-APL layer also
reports special events to the applications. To define these primitive functions, we
use a terminology similar to the one used by the OSI Reference Model [ISO
7498]. Table 1 shows the primitives used to provide security services.

Table 1 Services, service elements and primitives to provide security to the
applications.

Service Service element Primitives

Security association SEC-ASSOCIATE Request; Indication;
Response, Confirm

Security release SEC-RELEASE Request, Indication;
Response; Confirm

Local SEC-APL report L-SEC-REPORT Indication

Remote SEC-APL report R-SEC-REPORT Indication

Remote application report APL-SEC-REPORT Request; Indication

   The first service is the security association. A security association is a
relationship, between two or more systems, with attributes which model shared
rules and state information (e.g., entity identifiers, selected algorithms, keys, and
parameters) maintained between two systems. A security association supports the
provision of a consistent type of protection to a sequence of data transfers. We
implement this association as a confirmed service element (SEC-ASSOCIATE)
with four primitives (SEC-ASSOCIATE.request; SEC-ASSOCIATE.indication;
SEC-ASSOCIATE.response; SEC-ASSOCIATE.confirm).
   The second service is the security release. This is also a confirmed service
element (SEC-RELEASE) which is used to release a security association when the
secure connection has finished.
   We define primitives to report that the requested security services and
parameters cannot be provided, which are: L-SEC-REPORT.indication; R-SEC-
REPORT.indication, APL-SEC-REPORT.request and APL-SEC-
REPORT.indication.
   The local SEC-APL report (L-SEC-REPORT) uses the primitive L-SEC-
REPORT.indication to indicate that the local SEC-APL layer cannot provide the
requested security services. This function indicates if the impossibility is transitory
or permanent and also suggests a new set of parameters.

L-SEC-REPORT.indication(
time,
new_set_of_parameters

)



   The remote SEC-APL report (R-SEC-REPORT) uses the primitive L-SEC-
REPORT.indication to indicate the application that the remote SEC-APL layer
cannot provide the requested security services. This function indicates if the
impossibility is transitory or permanent and also suggests a new set of parameters.

R-SEC-REPORT.indication(
time,
new_set_of_parameters

)

   The remote application report (APL-SEC-REPORT) indicates that the remote
application cannot accept this secure connection, by means of two primitives,
which are called APL-SEC-REPORT.request and APL-SEC-REPORT.indication.
   We have presented above the interface between an application and the SEC-
APL layer, which is defined as a set of primitives by means of which sensitive
applications ask for security services. The SEC-APL entities communicate to
each other following a Security Management Protocol, which defines a set of
primitives to transfer messages between two SEC-APL cooperating layers.
   Below we present the primitives exchanged between the local and the remote
SEC-APL layers. Apart from the primitives used for key management, we define
the following:

• Sec_Associate invoke: Request for a security association (form the calling
party).

• Sec_Associate reply: Acceptance of a security association (from the called
party).

• Sec_Associate notify: Rejection of the security association request,
proposing a new set of parameters (from called party).

• Sec_Release invoke: Request of a security association release (form either
the calling or the called party).

• Sec_Release reply: Acknowledge of a security association release (form
either the calling or the called party).

 
   These primitives define the messages exchanged between cooperating SEC-
APL layers to negotiate the security parameters and to release the security
association. These layers make use of ordinary communication protocols to
communicate through the network and to securely negotiate keying material.
There is also an implicit mutual authentication during the key management.

6 EXAMPLE OF OPERATION

Figure 6 presents an example of the steps followed by a successful secure
communication and the primitives involved. Firstly, the local application A asks



for a secure communication with the remote application B by sending the SEC-
ASSOCIATE request primitive with the required parameters to the co-located
SEC-APL A. Supposing that SEC-APL A can offer the required security services,
it sends these parameters to the remote SEC-APL B through the Sec_Associate
invoke primitive. Supposing again that the SEC-APL B can provide these security
services, then it sends the SEC-ASSOCIATE.indication primitive to the co-
located application B to see if the application can accept this connection. If so,
the application responds with the SEC-ASSOCIATE.response primitive and the
SEC-APL B sends a message to the SEC-APL A through the Sec_Association
reply primitive to inform that the remote terminal can accept the security
association request.
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Figure 6 Example of the steps of a successful secure communication and
primitives involved.

   Then, both SEC-APL layers exchange several messages for the key
management protocol (which is not detailed in this paper) and when they have
agreed on a session key, the SEC-APL A informs the application by sending the
SEC-ASSOCIATE.confirm primitive.
   When the application A receives the SEC-ASSOCIATE.confirm primitive then
it proceeds like an insecure application, sending the information through the
communication protocols. Nevertheless, a secure communication is actually
carried out because security services are provided at the SEC-AAL layer
transparently.
   Any application can release the secure connection by sending the SEC-
RELEASE.request primitive to its co-located SEC-APL. This process also implies
the activation of the primitives SEC-RELEASE indication, SEC-
RELEASE.response and SEC-RELEASE.confirm between the applications and the
SEC-APL layers. It also implies the exchange of messages through the network
by means of the Sec_Release invoke and Sec_Release reply primitives.
   Figures 7, 8 and 9 show examples of unsuccessful security associations and the
primitives that are used to notify this situation. The simpler case, shown in
Figure 7, is when the local SEC-APL layer does not accept the arguments of the
SEC-ASSOCIATE.request primitive. In this case there are not messages
exchanged through the network.

Figure 7 The local SEC-APL cannot provide the required security services.

   Other possibility is that the remote SEC-APL layer does not accept the
specification, as shown in Figure 8, or maybe the remote application does not
accept the secure communication, as shown in Figure 9. In these both cases there
are messages exchanged through the network and the same Sec_Associate notify
primitive is used. Different parameters of this function differentiate both cases.
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Figure 8 The remote SEC-APL cannot provide the required security services.

Figure 9 The remote application does not accept the secure connection.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an integrated solution for providing security
services for all applications and services that will use the future Broadband
Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). We propose a security system that
can not only guarantee security services for all kinds of sensitive multimedia
applications, but can also be transparent for applications that make use of other
security protocols, allowing secure communication with terminals belonging to
different LANs and MANs interconnected to B-ISDN.
   The security system is composed of two layers. At the lowest level, the SEC-
AAL is layered on top of the ATM Adaptation Layer, and it is application
protocol independent. A higher level protocol can layer on top of the SEC-AAL
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transparently. It provides the mechanisms for bulk encryption and the services of
confidentiality and integrity.

   The SEC-APL is placed at the application layer and provides the key-
management, access control, non repudiation and authentication. It is used by
applications to require security services with some specified parameters, through
an application programming interface (API). This API defines a set of security
primitives, which are used to negotiate security services between applications and
the SEC-APL layer. In a point to point communication the local and the remote
SEC-APL layers must exchange messages to negotiate the security parameters,
especially the keying material which must be carefully negotiated by means of an
authenticated key-management protocol. In [FOR95] we propose a key negotiation
protocol suitable for this environment, although other protocols, like the STS
protocol proposed by Diffie et al. [DIF92], can be used. The generalisation of the
security negotiation for multipoint communications with the proposal of
multiparty key negotiation protocols is an open field.
   The philosophy of this design and the interface between applications and the
SEC-APL layer can be exported to other kinds of networks. In this way we are
currently working in developing a similar security system for the Internet.
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